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Abstract 
For a map f : M + V, where M is a product of spheres and I/ is a manifold, we measure 
the (cohomological) dimension of the set A(f) = ((x, y) E A4 1 f(-x, - y> = f(x, y)}, using 
Conner-Miller classes and the Bredon operation. We also examine a parametrized version 
of a similar problem using characteristic polynomials. 
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1. Introduction 
The classical Borsuk-Ulam theorem has been generalised in several ways. Two 
of the more recent results in this direction are due to Dold [3], Kahn [4] and Lin 
[5]. The relevant result of Dold runs as follows: 
Result 1.1. Let T : E --j B +-E’ : T’ be two vector bundles over the same paracom- 
pact space B and f : SE + E’, a fibre-preserving equivariant map W.Y. t the antipodal 
action, where SE c E is the sphere bundle of E. If m and n are the fibre dimensions 
of E and E’ respectively, and if m > n, then the cohomological dimension of f-'(O) in 
terms of a continuous cohomology theory with coefficients in Z, satisfies 
Cohom dim( f-‘(O)) z Cohom dim(B) + m -n - 1. 
If B is taken to be a point, we obtain a generalisation of the classical Borsuk-Ulam 
result. 
Thus, Dold has parametrized Yang’s generalisation [93 of the classical Borsuk- 
Ulam theorem for maps of spheres into Euclidean spaces. The result of Kahn and 
Lin is as follows: 
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Result 1.2. Let f : (T, M) + (T,, N) b e a map of closed manifolds, where T is a 
fixed point free involution on A4 and TI is an involution, not necessarily free, on N. 
LetA(f)={x E&PI f(Tx)=T,f(x)}. Now, if m>n, then dim A(f)n, 
provided the “self-intersection number” C( f )def (cmenQ(g!(l)), [(M X N)/T]) # 0. 
(The notations will be explained in Section 2.) 
Kahn and Lin have thus generalised the Borsuk-Ulam theorem to maps of 
manifolds. 
The purpose of this paper is to prove generalisations of the Borsuk-Ulam 
theorem for maps from Sm x S”. (Throughout this paper, (co)homology will be 
considered with Z, coefficients.) 
Our main results are the following: 
Theorem 1.3. Let f : S” X S” +Vk (k<m<n) be a map of YXS” into a 
manifold. Let A(f) = {(x, y) E S” X S* 1 f(-x, - y) = f(x, y)}. Then cohom dim 
A(f)>,m+n-k. 
Theorem 1.4. Let r : E + B be an S” X P-bundle (1 < m Q n) with the fibrewise 
Z,-action A x A, and r : E’ + B be a vector bundle of dimension k, with fibrewise 
antipodal action, over a paracompact space B, such that the quotient bundle 
5i : j? + B has the cohomology extension property. Let f : E -+ E’ be a ftbre-preserving 
equivariant map. Put Z = f-l(O) and let 2 denote the quotient by the action induced 
on 2. Now, if q(t, s) E H *(B)[t, s] is a polynomial such that q(t, s) 12 = 0, then 
there are polynomials rl(t, s), r,(t, s) E H *(B)[t, s] such that q(t, s). W’(t)= 
r,(t, s) * WJt, s) + r,(t, s) . WJt, s). 
(The unexplained notations will be explained in Section 4.) 
We have the following corollary which gives us the parametrized version of the 
Borsuk-Ulam theorem. 
Corollary 1.5. If the fibre dimension of E’ is k, then deg(W’(t)) = k, 
deg(IVr(t, s)) = m + 1 and deg(W,(t, s)) = 2n. Then q(t, s) 12 # 0, for all nonzero 
polynomials in H * (B)[ t, s], whose degree in t and s is less than m - k + 1. 
Proof. If q(t, s) # 0 and q(t, s) 1 z= 0, then the degree of q(t, s) satisfies (by 
Theorem 1.4): deg(q(t, s)) + deg(W’(t)) = max{deg(ri(t, s)) + deg(IVi(t, s)), 
deg(r,(t, s)) + deg(W,(t, s))}. So the smallest possible degree of such a q(t, s) will 
be (m + 1) + 0 - k = m - k + 1 (take r,(t, s) = 0, and deg(r,(t, s)) = 0 for exam- 
ple). Therefore any polynomial 0 # q(t, s) of degree < m - k + 1 will not satisfy 
the condition q(t, s) 12 = 0. The corollary follows. 0 
This means that the H * (B)-homomorphism 
m-k 
@ H*(B)+&H*(~) 
i+j=o 
t”. si +.+ tj. sj 1 z 
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is a monomorphism. Hence if k G m, 
Cohom dim 2 > Cohom dim(B) + m - k. 
In particular, if B is a point, we have an equivariant map f : S” X S” + lRk and if 
kgm<n,thenCohomdim zarn-k. 
Remarks 1.6. (1) There are various invariants which have been introduced to 
measure the dimension of A(f) for maps of manifolds with involution. We have 
mentioned those of Kahn and Lin which use the “self-intersection number”. We 
may also mention the equivariant Lefschetz class L(f) of Necochea (cf. [8]) which 
is motivated by Nakaoka’s invariant f(f) (cf. [7]> and the equivariant Euler class 
e,(f), also of Necochea [8]. Theorem 1.3 is necessitated because the results of 
Kahn, Lin, Nakaoka and Necochea do not yield any information about dim A(f) 
foramapf:SmXSn --j V“. In fact, the cohomological structure of (S” x S’?/(A 
xA) makes C(f) = 0 (as we shall see in Section 2.4), so that the Kahn-Lin result 
fails to give any information about A(f). Moreover for the same reason, in the 
case we are considering, I^((f> = L(f) = e,z(f> = 0. Hence, neither the results of 
Nakaoka nor those of Necochea are able to give any information about A(f) for 
maps f:S”XS”--+Vk. 
(2) In Theorem 1.3, if k km and m < n, then, as will be evident from the proof 
of the theorem, we cannot draw any conclusion about the dimension of A(f >. In 
fact one can directly see that if k B m, then the map f : S” x S” + Sk defined by 
f (x, y) = ix, where i : S” + Sk is the natural inclusion, has A( f > = @. For, 
A(f)={(x,Y)ESmXSnIf(--X,-Yy)=f(X,Y)} 
= {(x, y) E S” X S” I i( -x) = i(x)) 
= @, as k&m. 
Thus the result of the theorem is valid only for k < m < n. 
(3) Corollary 1.5 can be used to find a lower bound for dim A( f > for any map 
f:S”XS”+R k, k Q m G n as follows: Denote by T the A Xi?! action on S” X S”. 
Consider the map g : S”’ X S” + R k defined by g(x) = f(x) - f(Tx). g is clearly 
equivariant with respect to the action T on S” x S” and the antipodal action on 
[Wk. Also, A( f > is precisely g-l(O) and hence dim A( f > = dim(g-‘(0)) z m - k. 
Thus the corollary gives a weaker estimate for the lower bound of A( f > than 
Theorem 1.3. However, Theorem 1.4 is valid for all k and hence gives information 
whatever the value of k. 
This paper is arranged as follows: In Section 2, we recall definitions, fix 
notations and state without proof certain results needed in Section 3, to prove 
Theorem 1.3. In Section 3, we prove Theorem 1.3. In Section 4, we state technical 
lemma (4.1) needed to prove Theorem 1.4 and proceed to prove the theorem. In 
Section 5, we give the proof of the technical lemma (4.1). 
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2. The Bredon operation and generalized Conner-Miller classes 
2.1. The Bredon operation 
Let (T, X) be a fixed point free involution. Let G = Z, and let G act on 
X x X=X2 by permutation of factors. Then we have the diagonal fixed point free 
G-action on X2 x EG. Let X2 X,EG denote the quotient space. We have the 
external cohomology operation of Steenrod [lo], 
P:W(X) +H$(X2) =H2q(X2 X, EG). 
Further, the diagonal involution (which we shall also denote by T) (T, XX EG), 
has an equivariant embedding 
e:XXEG-+X2XEG 
given by e(x, S) = (x, TX, s>. This induces an embedding of the orbit spaces 
E:X x, EG+X= X, EG. 
Bredon [l] defines an operation 
@Ilk(X) +H2k(X X, EG) 
by 
Q(4 =E*(+)). 
Further, since T is free, the equivariant projection 
XxEG+X 
induces a fibration p : XX EG +X/T with fibre EG. p is a homotopy equiva- 
lence. Considering p * as an identification, we regard the Bredon operation as an 
operation Q: Hk(X> +H2k(X/T> (cf. [2] for further details of the Bredon 
operation). 
2.2. Generalized Conner-Miller classes 
Definition 2.2.1. Let (T, M”) be a fixed point free involution on a closed n-dimen- 
sional manifold M. If (n + s)/2 <k <n, then for a fixed z E H”(M/T), the 
generalized Conner-Miller class e,(z) E Hk(A4”> is the unique cohomology class 
for which 
@k(z) ‘a, [M”]) = (C2k-n-s*Z~~(~), [W/T]) 
for all cy EHn-k(Mn). 
In the above definition, [M”] and [Mn/T] denote respectively the fundamental 
homology classes of A4 and M/T and c E H%‘W/T> is the fundamental 
cohomology class of the involution (T, M). When z = 1 E H’(M/T>, we denote 
e,(l) by ok, the original Conner-Miller class of [2]. (For more details, cf. [5].) 
We state without proof, the following proposition. We shall use it in the proof 
of Theorem 1.3. 
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Proposition 2.2.2. Let f : (T,, M;) + (T, M”) b e an equivariant map between two 
fixed point free involutions on closed manifolds. Let f : Mf/T, + Mm/T be the 
induced map on orbit spaces. If z E HS(M;/TI), then for all k > (n + s)/2, 
6 k+(-)(f!W) =f!(w>>* 
Note that for any map f : M; + M” between closed manifolds the “umkehr” 
homomorphism f : Hk(M;) + Hm+k-n(Mm) is defined by the commutativity of 
the diagram 
Hk(M;“) ‘! -Hm+k-n(Mm) 
~wln - [m - 
H, _ k(M;) f H, - ,(M”) 
where the vertical maps are Poincare duality isomorphisms, i.e., for x E Hk(M;), 
f!(x) E H m+k-n(Mm) is the u nique cohomology class for which (x*f *(y), [M;]) 
= (f!(x) .y, [M”]) for all y E Hn-k(Mm). 
(Proof of the proposition cf. [5].) 
2.3. Bredon-Hattori classes 
Definition. Let (T, M”) be an involution on a closed manifold, not necessarily free. 
With m large (m > n), we define the Bredon-Hattori characteristic class B, E 
Hk(M”> to be the unique cohomology class for which 
(B,*a, [M”]) = (c~~+~-~Q(cx 8 l), [M” X, S”]) 
for all (Y E H”-k(M”), where r is the diagonal action given by T and the antipodal 
action on S”. 
(For further details, cf. [2,5,4], etc.) 
We have the following product formula verified by Kahn [41 which we state 
without proof. 
Proposition 2.3.1. Let (T, M”) and (T’, N”) be involutions on closed manifolds, 
the former free and the latter not necessarily free. On M X N, we have the fixed point 
free diagonal action. Then for m > n, 
[n/21 
O,(MxN) = c t$,&l4) @BJN). 
j=O 
2.4. Self-intersection number 
Let (T,, M”) be a fixed point free involution and (T,, Vk> be an involution not 
necessarily free. Let M” + v/k, m > k be any map. Consider the diagonal involu- 
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tion T = TI x T, on M” x Vk. Let g : M” +M” X Vk be a map defined by 
g(x) = (x, f(x)) for all x EMm. For 1 E H’(M”), g!(l) EHk(M X V) is the 
cohomology class dual to the image G of g. The “self-intersection number” of 
G n TG (G n TG can easily be seen to be homeomorphic to A(f)) is defined to be 
C(f) = (cm-k. Q(gdl>>, [M XT VI) 
where c is the fundamental class of the involution (T, M X V). Using the product 
formula in Proposition 2.3.1, we get that 
k/21 
c(f) = C <em-j(M) ‘f*Bj(v), [M])* 
j=O 
Now we are in a position to substantiate Remark 1.6(l). Consider a map 
f : S” x S” + Vk, k < m < n. We have the diagonal antipodal fixed point free 
action on S” x S”. On Vk we consider the trivial action. 
Now , C(f > = C$~21(b’ m+n-j(Sm x Sn> *f *(Bj(Vk>>, [S” x Sn]>. Since the action 
on Vk is trivial by supposition, Bo(Vk> = Wuo(Vk) = 1 (cf. [5]). Further, since 
k<m, 
C(f) = (em+n(Sm xq *f *(Bo(vk)), [S” XS”]) 
= ($m+Mm+n), [p x, S”]) 
= CC m+n, [P x, S”]) 
= 0, 
since as we shall see in Section 5, cm+r = 0. 
Thus, as we have stated in Remark 1.6(l), Result 1.2 is not able to give us any 
conclusion about the dimension of A( f >. We now proceed in the next section, to 
prove Theorem 1.3. 
3. Proof of Theorem 1.3 
Before we go to the proof of the theorem itself, we state and prove two lemmas 
which will be used in the proof of the theorem. 
Consider the equivariant map 
lXiXl:S”XVk+SmXSnXVk, 
where i : S” + S”, m < IZ is the natural inclusion, and the induced map 
S”XVk S”xS”xvk 
lXiX1: - 
T + T 
of quotient spaces. (We shall, for facility of notation, denote the diagonal antipodal 
action on S” x S”, the diagonal action on S” X Vk and the diagonal action on 
S” x S” x Vk, by T.) 
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Lemma 3.1.0!(l) E H”((Sm X S” X Vk)/T) is lzonzero. 
Proof. Note that the composite 
Smxvk lxixl,smxsnxvk~ S”XVk 
where r is the projection S” X S” --t S”, is equivariant and equal to the identity. 
Passing onto quotients, we get a map 
S”XVk lxI’x1 S”xS”xvk + S” x vk 
T- T T 
and ?i~lXiXl=Id,,,,,~,,,. 
In homology therefore, 5, 0 1 X i X 1 *([(Y X Vk)/T]) = [(Y x Vk>/T] so that 
1 x i x l*([(Sm x Vk>/T]) is nonzero. 
The commutative diagram 
(Ixixl)! S”XS”XVk 
- H” 
T 
H m+k 
(lXiXl)* S”XS”XVk 
- Hm+k T 
which defines the map (Ixixl)! gives us that (Ixixl)! (1) is nonzero. 0 
Now, let f:S”xS”+Vk, k<mgn be anymap. Define g:SmXSn+SmX 
S” x Vk by 
g(x, Y> = ((x9 Y), ft.% Y>). 
Lemma 3.2. (1 Xi X l)*(g!(l)) = 1 @ [Vk]* where [Vk]* E Hk(Vk) is the cohomol- 
ogy class (vector space) dual to the fundamental homology class [ Vk]. 
Proof. Note that 
g*([S~xs~])=[s~xsn]C3~*(1)+l~~*([smxSn]) 
+ c xi @Yj, 
dim xi+dim yj=m+n 
x~EH~(S”XS”) and Yj~Hj(Vk). 
Since by assumption k < m G IZ, the last two terms are zero. 
Thus g,([Sm x Sn]) = [S” x PI @ 1. And hence, 
(lxiXl)*(g~(l))=(lXiX1)*([SmXSnXVk]~ -)-lg*([SmXS”]) 
=(lxixl)*(l@l~[Vk]*) 
=l@[v”]*. 0 
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Proof of Theorem 1.3. By Lemma 3.1, we have that (m)!(l) EH~((S~ X S” 
x Vk)/T> is nonzero. Hence, 
<e,+,(S~.sn.I/k)((lXiX1)!(l)).g!(l), [S”XS”XVk]) 
=((lxixl),(e,(S~xVk)(l))g!(l), [S”XS”XVk]) 
by Proposition 2.2.2 
=(O,(S~xV”)~(lXiXl)*(g,(l)), [YXV’]) 
by the definition of (1 X i X 1) ! 
= <e&P x Vk) * (18 [V”]‘), [F] @ [V”]> 
by Lemma 3.2 
[k/21 
= c em-jc3Bj(Vk) . (169 [V”]*), [Srn] @ 
j=O 
by Proposition 2.3 .l 
= <e,(s”) MB,(Vk) . (l@ [VI*), [Y] @ [V”]) 
as k < m and hence [k/2] < m 
= <e&7>. (18 [vk]*), [sm] 63 [vk]> 
as the action on Vk is trivial and so B,( Vk) = WU,( V”) = 1 
(cf. Section 2.4) 
=(e,(sm), [sM])-([vk]*, [vk]>=i. 
Thus, 
l=(e,+,(S~xS~xVk)(lXixl)~(l)~g~(l),[SmxSnxVk]) 
m-k* (1 xi x l)!(l) -Q(s,(l)), 
[“mx:xvki) 
by Definition 2.2.1 
= c 
( 
m-k* (1 Xi X l)!(l), Q(s!(l>) n 
[,.,~xvkl). 
The geometric meaning of the Bredon operation as equivariant self-intersection 
(cf. [4,51), implies that 
Q(s,U>) n [ smx~xvk] =gl*( [?I), where g,=glACfj. 
Thus the above expression can be written as 
= g;(cm-k.(lXiX1)!(l)), T ( A(f) [ 1) . 
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Hence, g; (cmPk * (Ixixl)!(l)) E H”‘“-k(A(f)/T) is nonzero, so that 
cohom dim A(f) 2 m + IZ - k. q 
4. Maps of S” X S” bundles 
Let (E, r, B, S” X Sn> be an S” X S” (m < n) fibre bundle over a paracompact 
space B. Let E have a free fibrewise &-action induced by the diagonal antipodal 
action A XA = T on S” x S”. Let (E, 77, B, (S” X Sn)/T) be the quotient bundle 
with fibre (S” x S”)/T. In this section we look at fibre-preserving equivariant 
maps from E to E’, where E’ is a vector bundle over the same base B. We first 
state a lemma needed to organise the proof of Theorem 1.4. The proof of the 
lemma is lengthy so we shall relegate it to Section 5. 
Lemma 4.1. Let c E H1((Sm X Sn)/T) be the fundamental class of the involution 
(T, S” x S’9, 1 < m < ~1. Then H *((P X S”)/T) is a free graded module generated 
by {ci, Fnd}, 0 <i Q m + n subject to cm+’ = 0, where d E H”((Sm X S”)/T) is an 
n-dimensional generator and ciVn = 0 for i < n. 
For ease of notation, we shall denote S” X S” by X and (S” X PI/T by x. 
Now, we form certain polynomials following Dold [3], which we call characteris- 
tic polynomials (cf. [6]). We shall assume that we can apply the Leray-Hirsch 
Theorem to the fibre bundle (E, r, B, x). For this, it suffices to postulate that B 
is l-connected. Otherwise, we assume that a cohomology extension of the fibre 
exists (cf. [9]). We consider a continuous cohomology theory with coefficients in 
z 2’ 
4.1. Characteristic polynomials 
By the Lerray-Hirsch Theorem, there exist elements C E H1(E) and z E Hn(E) 
such that the natural homomorphism j * :H*(E)-+H*(X)maps Z to c and zto 
d, and that H*(E) is an H *(B&module (via Z *), generated by {C’, Ziwnz], 
0 G i G m + n. To simplify notation, we shall use c and d to denote F and d. 
We first of all let 1 < m < n. 
We may write c”+l E Hm+l (E> and d 2 E H “Y E), respectively as 
c m+l_ -w~+~+w,c+ *** +wIcm+czd, where aeZ2, a=Oif n>m+l, 
and 
d2 = v2n + v2n-1~ + . . . +v2n-m~m + v,d + v,dlcd + . . . +v,-,Pd 
for unique wi, ui E H’(B). We define the following polynomials, which we shall call 
characteristic polynomials, in the indeterminates t and s of degrees 1 and n, 
respectively. (Compare Nakaoka, [6].) 
W1(t, s) = wm+l + w,t + * * * Sw,P + tm+l + Lys, 
W,( t, s) = v2n + vZn-lt + * *. +v2n-mtm + v,s + . . . +v,-,t”s + s2. 
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[For 1 < m = n, the relations will be of the form 
C 
m+l_ 
- Wm+l +w,c+ ** - +wlcm + iF,d + acd 
and 
d2=u2m+uZm-1c+ **a +u,P + i?,d + u,vlcd + . . . +/3c”d 
for cm+l EHmfl (E) and d2 EH~Y,!?> an d unique wi, Wi, ui and Ci E H”(B), (Y, p 
E h,. 
The characteristic polynomials will now have the form 
Wl( t, s) = wm+l + w,t + . * * +w,tm + tm+l + @IS + ats 
and 
W,( t, 5) = U2m + UZmelt + . . . +71,tm + i&s + u,-lts + . . * +ptms + s2.] 
It is easy to see that (t, s) + (c, d) gives an isomorphism of H *(B)-algebras: 
H*(B)[t, $1 
(W1(t, s), W2(t, s)) =H**(E)* 
Now let E’ z B be a vector bundle (of dimension k) over B. Let f : E + E’ be a 
fibre-preserving map, equivariant with respect to the antipodal action on E’. Let 
2 = f-‘(O) c E, and put z the quotient of the fixed point free action induced from 
E. We denote by SE’ the sphere bundle of E’. Then SE is a bundle of 
(k - l&dimensional projective spaces. We know that H *(RPk-l> = h2[c’]/cfk 
where c’ E H1(RPk-l) is the fundamental class of the antipodal involution on 
Sk-l. Since we can define the fundamental class of the fibrewise involution on 
SE’, mapping c’ to this element gives us a cohomology extension of the fibre. Thus 
we can apply the Lerray-Hirsch Theorem to the fibre bundle SE’ + B and get that 
H *(SE’) is freely generated as an H *(B)-module by 1, c’r, cf2,. . . , elk-‘, where 
we have denoted the fundamental class of the involution on SE’ also by c’ E 
H ‘W’). 
We may write (c’)~ E Hkm’> as 
(C~)k=W~+W;-lC’+ *** +W;(C’)k-l 
for unique wj E H’(B). We define the characteristic polynomial 
W’(t) = w; + WiBlt + . . . +w’,tk-l + tk, 
and have that 
H* WM 
P’W 
=H*(E’) 
t-c’, as H*(B)-algebras. 
To simplify expression, for a polynomial q( t, s) E H * (B)[ t, s], we shall denote by 
q(t, S) I ,!? or q(t, s){ z the images of q(t, S) by the first map or the composite 
respectively, in the following: 
H*(B)k d- H*(E) AH*(Z) 
(t7 s> -(c, d) - (i*c, i*d). 
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Now that the preliminary definitions have been made and notations established, 
we are in a position to proceed to the proof of Theorem 1.4. 
Proof of Theorem 1.4. Let q(t, s) E H * (B)[t, $1 be such that q(t, s) I z = 0. By the 
continuity of the cohomology theory we are considering, there is a V open in E, 
VI 2, such that q(t, s) I V = 0. 
The exact tsequence 
. . . -H*(E, V) L-H*(E) -H*(V) - ... 
now gives (Y E H *(E, V), such that j;(a) = q(t, s) I E. 
The map f :E+E’ induces f:E-?! + E’ - (0) of the quotient spaces. Since 
the induced cohomology homomorphism is a H *(II)-homomorphism, we shall 
have that 
iv(t)Z=W’(c)=W’(J*(c’)) 
=f*(W’(c’)) = 0 as W’(c’) = 0. 
The exact sequence 
. . . -H*(E, j&z) jlH*(@ -H*(&Z) - ... 
-- 
gives p E H *(E, E - z), such that j.-J (/?) = IV(t) I E. Hence, 
q(t, s).W’(t)IE=j;(a).j,*(p) 
=j*(a UP), 
-- 
by naturality of cup products. But, (Y U j3 E H *(I?, VU (E - 2)) = H *(E, E), SO 
that CY u p = 0. Thus, q(t, s) * w’(t) I E = 0. But H *(El = H *(B)[f, sl/Wl(t, s), 
IV&, s)). Hence there are polynomials r,(t, s) and r,(t, s) E H “(B)[t, sl such 
that q(t, s) * W’(t) = r,(t, s) . Wl(t, S) + r,(t, S) . w,(t, s). 0 
5. Proof of Lemma 4.1 
We denote S” X S” by X and (S” X Sn)/T by x. We consider three cases. 
5.1. Case 1: m + 1 < n 
Consider the O-sphere bundle X + z and its Gysin sequence 
. . . --+Hk-l(X) &Hk(8) LHk(X) LHk(X) 
L+jp+l(X) - . . . . 
We know that 
* =O,m,n,m+n, 
otherwise. 
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Hence the section of the sequence for 0 Q k Q m gives us that Ho(x) E H1(x) P 
. . . E H”-‘(X) z H,. 
Further, since m < n, let i : S” + S” be the natural inclusion and let d : S” -+ 
S” x S” be defined by 
d(x) = (x, ix). 
Since d is clearly equivariant, we have a commutative cohomology diagram 
H”( S” x S”) d* H”(P) 
P’ 
I 
-* 
P 
I 
This, together with the Gysin sequence for the O-sphere bundle S” + Sm/T gives 
us that J * and hence p * is the zero map (note that d * is an isomorphism). 
Now, consider the following section of the above Gysin sequence: 
. . . +H”-‘(X) - H”-l(X) LHm(X) AHm(X) 
r* ;1’I”(~) 4 -H”+l(X) -,m+l(X) + -a +. 
Since Hmel(X) = 0 and p* is the zero map, Z, = Hmvl(x> = Hm(X). Since r * 
is injective and hence an isomorphism, and since Hm+‘(X) = 0, s; is zero; but it 
is also onto. Hence H”‘l(x> = 0. 
It is easy to see that H”‘l(x) = H”+2(x> = * ’ . = H”-l(%) = 0. 
Further, the equivariant map d : S” x S” -+ S” x S” given by 
4x7 Y) = (k, Y) 
gives rise to a commutative cohomology diagram 
H”( S” x S”) d’ H”( S” x Y) 
I 
P* 
I 
-* 
P 
The fact that im 3* = {O, a, + a,}, h w ere { al, u2} generate HYS” X Sn> z Z, &t E, 
(vide Section 5.2) gives us that p * is onto (as d * maps a, + u2 onto the generator 
of H”(Sm x Y)). 
A look at the Gysin sequence, 
. . . -Hk(F) --I,Hk”(X) LHk’l(X) --:,Hlifl(X) 
--I,Hk+2(z) A@“(X) __) . . . 
shows us that p * is an isomorphism for k = n - 1 and that s * is an isomorphism 
forn-l<k<n+m-2. 
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Hence Z, = H”(X) = H”‘l(x) = * * * = Hn+“(X>. Thus, 
O<k<m;n<k<m+n, 
otherwise. 
5.2. Case 2: n = m 
As in Section 5.1, we shall obtain that ZYk(X) = Z,, 0 <k <m - 1. Now, 
consider the diagram: 
Hm(Sm x Y) d’ H”‘(P) 
We have that j* is the zero map (cf. Section 5.1). Hence Im p* ~(0, a, + a2} 
where {a,, a,} generate Hm(Sm x Sm) z Z, @ h,. But p * + 0 (as may be easily 
seen from the Gysin sequence section given below). Hence, 
Imp*={0,a,+a2}=Z2. 
The following section of the Gysin sequence, 
. . . + H”-l(X) - H”+(X) ‘-H”(X) d,Hm(X) 
&H”(X) S;-\H m+yJq A+,“‘l(X) + . . . 
now gives that since Im p * = Z, and s; a monomorphism, rank considerations 
make H”(X) = H, ~33 E,. Thus, 
Hk(X) = 
i 
z 
Z;‘@ H,, 
Ogk~m-1;m+1~k~2m, 
k=m, 
0, otherwise. 
5.3. Case 3: n = m + 1 
A consideration of the two commutative diagrams of Section 5.1 and the Gysin 
sequence sections that follow shows us that in this case 
5.4. 
Finally, we find the generators. Let c E HI(x) be the fundamental class of the 
involution (T, X) (i.e., the characteristic class of the zero sphere bundle X+x) 
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and let d E P(X) be the n-dimensional generator. The fact that s *(xl =x . c for 
x EH~(X), i > 1 and s *(x> = 0, x EH’Y~), n #m gives us that H*(x) is 
generated as a free module by {ci, cnWi ad), subject to the condition cm+’ = 0. 
Evidently also, d2 = 0. 
The case when y1= m can be seen as follows: Consider the section of the Gysin 
sequence we considered in Section 5.2. If b,, b, generate IP(X) = Z, CB Z,, then 
p *(bi) = a, + a2 (notations as in Section 5.2), for i = 1 or 2, since p * is not the 
zero map. Call that b,, d. Then it can be easily seen that H”(X) is generated by 
{cm, d}. That cm+’ = 0 follows from the naturality of the characteristic classes and 
a consideration of the cohomology diagram induced from the commutative dia- 
gram 
S”xS”~S 
where 7r is the projection. 
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